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The basics of any form of spiritual practice are getting three things right – Yantra, Mantra, and Tantra. Together, they are said to provide expansion and liberation of consciousness to believers. While the two former were explained very clearly by spiritual experts and sacred texts, there is ultimately a bit of ambiguity regarding it. Source The God Associated
with Tantra Vidhya Tantra Vidhya is a meditation or worship worship technique that connects one's consciousness with the supreme one. The purpose of tantra practice is to have an object with the gods and to have our desires done. Although devotees can worship any god they feel is related, Tantra Vidhya is primarily related to Adi Parashakti - the goddess
considered the incarnation of 'Shakti' or Power and Lord Shiva - the high deity considered the terminator of the universe. Commonly known as Dasha Mahavidyas, they are a group of ten aspects of Adi Parashakti in Hindu Buddhism. Whether it's a regular puja, or the so-called Black Magic feast, two, or one of their avatars, are prime gods that are focused on
and worshipped. Depending on the purpose of the believers, gods and tantras are chosen and worshipped. What is tantra source? Tantra means process. In any kind of religious ritual, there is a set of step-by-step procedures that believers need to perform if he wants it to be effective. That's what Tantra is all about. According to this explanation, any religious
ritual, regardless of its purpose, can be called Tantra.T antra which is also described as a set of rules and regulations aimed at guiding a believer through a religious process. It exists as text, and its sources are various religious and sacred books. Tantra is very important, since without it, no ritual can be properly observed. Confusion in the term 'Coden' exists
because of differences in the way it has been described for hundreds and thousands of years, its diverse streams - their meanings and associations. That brings me to its aestality with the word 'Vidhya'! The Vidhya code, although it may sound quite simple, takes the term 'Coden' to a whole new level. What is Tantra Vidhya? In general, Tantra Vidhya is
knowledgeable about Tantras, i.e. knowledge of rules and regulations, and the processes that believers need to carry out, about worshipping a god. Without Tantra Vidhya, it is impossible to conduct any religious rituals. Thus, the person who is believed to have immense Tantrik Vidhya is called Tantrik. He is one of the vidhya bile esographer, and a guide to
believers. Now, this is where the ambiguous begins. . . . Considering the above definitions, Tantrik and Priest should mean the same thing, so Tantra Vidhya and knowledge possessed by priests, but they do not. Tantra Vidhya and Black Magic In today's world, in general, the terms 'Tantra Vidhya' and 'Tantrik' are widely associated with Black Magic. The
former was even edily linked. And this association has led people to develop a negative attitude towards them. Black Magic, again, is nothing but a form of worship technique practiced by a few people. There are certain characteristics of Black Magic that make it quite different from regular god worship techniques. For example, in the process of regular, the
items offered to the gods are usually vegetarian and non-alcoholic. On the other hand, the items offered to the gods in Black Magic are non-vegetarian and alcoholic. Source But that's just the floating part of the iceberg, which is the main reason people despise Black Magic, and even fear this art is because it involves evil spirits, the destructive side of the
gods, and is absolutely the dark side of the supernatural, and perhaps, that's why it was called 'Black Magic' in the first place. The Tantriks practice Black Magic is said to have special abilities that can cause people both benefits and harm. So devotees conducting rituals with tantriks can pray either for their own property or for the destruction of others. Now
that's pretty twisted and crazy, and that's why the majority of people consider it negative. Art is still in the dark, and so are its athletes. In Conclusion Sources To summarize, what every believer needs to understand is that our sacred religious books are the source of all kinds of information relating to the gods, which also includes Tantra Vidhya. To get what
they want, it is important that they get the tantra right. It goes without saying that if the process is wrong, you can not have the desired result. In addition, it is natural for people to desire for the misfortune of others, especially those whom they despise. But as long as your faith is in the right place, and there is good in you, there is no curse, magic, or bad wish
that can touch you. There is nothing wrong with Tantra Vidhya, it is only those who practice it, especially those who have the purpose to harm others. In a previous article, we saw about how tantra may have become taboo in India. But what is tantra? Is it black magic? Sanskrit and all Indic languages have a common feature - each word can have many
meanings. In addition, each word has many meanings. Among the many meanings, the bile can also refer to a loom, yarn, scientific work, framework, or precision method. But in the religious context, it refers to what the average Hindu might call black magic. In fact, this is a simple surface level (mis) Know. In the wods of Vaman Shivram Apte in his Sanskrit
practice - The English Dictionary, tantra is a religious diss dissipated teaching and mystical recipes for worshipping gods or gaining superhuman power. We can agree that the definition above is what we mean by black magic. But black magic as well as Apte's definition consist of only a part definition. According to the Encyclopedia of Occultism &amp;
Parapsychology, Black Magic as practiced in the Middle Ages can be defined as the use of supernatural knowledge of magic for evil purposes; the need for demonic powers and hell blinds them as slaves and messengers according to man's will; in short, a misrepresentation of legal mystical science. Black magic involves pleasing evil spirits or demons. The
students of black magic intend to show superpowers. The goal of black magic is often to harm individual(s). Black magic also involves slave souls. But tantra also involves pleasing the good gods (among the wicked gods in certain sub-traditions). In addition, in some sub-traditions, athletes do not consider siddhis (superpowers) as the ultimate goal. The
ultimate goal may well be moksha. Tantra focuses on recognizing the inner sanctity. Therefore, we can classify black magic referring to the practice in purview of the bile. But not all tantra is black magic. Black magic can be understood as referring to a con set of practice in the bileIf 'eulogy' has a lot of meaning, why does it only refer to these religious
dissies? Swami Harshananda, in her Classics - an overview, clarifies Initially, the word 'tantra' seems to mean any science or body of knowledge. However, it is gradually limited to a specific literary class, a literature primarily devoted to the cult of Shakti or the Sacred Mother, and contains a mixture of religion, philosophy, esthetic and occult rituals, astronomy,
astrology, medicine and prophecy. Black Magic can be used to harm or hurt others by performing certain behaviors even in a remote place – the effect of this technique can be experienced thousands of miles away. With the rise of jealousy, frustration, greed, selfishness, negativity and an inability to accept other people's happiness &amp; growth, the use of
black magic has become the most common way to take out one's vindictiveness and get an evil kind of satisfaction from the chaos of others. This problem has greatly intensified over the past few years, and many are suffering around the world, completely unaware of the attacks carried out by nothing other than their closest friends, acquaintances and
relatives. Many prosperous and happy families are ruined by black magic. Symptoms of magical black magic put a block on the good and one's intelligence and all efforts to solve the problem go to no finished. One feels a mental mass, disturbed sleep with bad dreams, and negative thoughts. There is heavy weight and weight on the heart and and in the
throat.             Sometimes, suddenly there may be blue marks on the thighs without damage, or a faster &amp; erratic heart rate and breathing without any physical effort. There are quarrels in the family without any reason. One can feel the presence of someone in the house.             One feels one is not getting one by and can achieve more. People feel
suffocated &amp; restless in all circumstances, and never be at peace. A person is still depressed, lacking enthusiasm or desire to live &amp; rise in life. The influence of Black Magic Black Magic can really play havoc with the target person's life by destroying any aspect of life maybe it is career/business or wealth/prosperity, create unnecessary/obsessive
family problems or stresses, adversely affect children &amp; families, create chronic health problems, destroy mental peace, intelligence &amp; well-being, cause inner disorders, unrest &amp; non-characteristic/abnormal behaviors, and even cause unfistling death in extreme cases. The effects of Black Magic become more chronic, dangerous and fatal over
time, if not treated, like a terrible disease. It begins to spread as an infectious disease, affecting the mind of the person, brain, body, relationships, attitudes, work, money, marriage, career and everything in life. Breaking or reversing the Black Magic Spell Putting a Black Magic Spell on someone is very easy for those who know even a little Tantrik
siddhis/voodoo. But to remove spelling and eliminate its sinister effects requires a lot of expertise, continuous &amp; rigorous puja/worship and a combination of Siddhis &amp; Sadhna. Call Guruji at: +91-8800228363 or +91- 7503408853 Email us at: mahakaltantra@gmail.com mahakaltantra@gmail.com
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